KaiWipes
Low-Cost, Refillable Dry Wipes
™

The Problem
When cleaning for health, common touch points and irregular surfaces, like doors, light switches, faucet handles, stair rails, keyboards and more are
high priority areas that should be cleaned thoroughly and frequently. Unfortunately, they’re often overlooked or cleaned improperly.
Typically, they’re cleaned with traditional tools like towels and rags, which can collect soil and transfer it back to the surfaces being cleaned, when
used improperly. The more the towel is used, the greater the potential to collect and re-deposit the soils. And, while pre-saturated disposables provide
a potential answer, they’re costly and they lock users into a single chemical solution that may not meet their specific needs.

The Solution
Finally, a wipe with options. The latest hygienic cleaning system from Kaivac, KaiWipes are adaptable to the many
different cleaning needs around the building. Unlike pre-soaked wipes, KaiWipes are packed dry in the canister. This
allows users to add their own diluted cleaning solution for maximum flexibility at a fraction of the cost of pre-treated
wipes. Or, they can simply use the wipes dry. The durable, commercial grade fibers are able to accommodate Green
cleaning solutions as well as EPA-registered disinfectants*, and everything in between.
Complete your hygienic cleaning program with the ability to quickly and easily address common touch points and
irregular surfaces with the simple pull of a wipe. Each new wipe pulled is fresh, unlike towels and rags which can
accumulate more and more soil and contaminants over continual use.
Plus, when wielded in Kaivac’s optional belt holster, KaiWipes provide even more convenience for on-the-go cleaning.
Whether making wet wipes, or using them dry with a spray bottle, KaiWipes become the right tool for the right job at
the right cost.
Visit www.kaivac.com for more information.

Patent Pending

Highlights
Perfect for daily cleaning, spot cleaning, touch points, and on-the-go
disinfection when you add your own EPA-registered disinfectant*
Reusable and recyclable canister with low-cost refills aligns with Green
Cleaning practices
Canister can be worn on the hip with optional holster, or mounted with
optional wall cabinet
Add your own cleaning solution to create the right wipe for the job
Extra-strength disinfectant-compatible fibers
Beats the competition in cost, size, strength, and chemical flexibility
*When using an EPA-registered disinfectant, the EPA-registered disinfectant must have
label directions for applying the product with a cloth. When using such an
EPA-registered disinfectant, you must follow the directions for use.
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